
Morning Glory Designs Presents  

The 2019 Block of the Month 

The Button Basket 
 Instructions for the 24” (finished size) quilt block 

Fabric Requirements for this block 

Sample and instructions are written for Toscana blend-

ers by Northcott 9020.  The Toscana line, one of North-

cott’s Basics, includes 135 subtle textured colors in 

shades which look like suede. 

Use the chart below to substitute fabrics you purchase 

or pull from your stash.  Solids, tonals, subtle prints and 

batiks will all look great in this project. 

Other supplies you will need: 

• 1-1/2 yards light weight fusible web (Soft Fuse) 

• Tear-away stabilizer 

• Thread to match each fabric for edge stitching 

• Buttons for flower centers and dots (optional) added 

after quilting 

• Applique pressing sheet 

Yardage Toscana Color SKU 9020- Color Placement 

3/4 yard Picket fence 10 Off white Background, flowers 

3/8 yard Midnight 495 Very dark blue Basket body & rim 

1/4 yard Provence 473 Dark blue Flowers 

1/4 yard Sapphire  440 Medium blue Basket trim, flowers 

1/8 yard Got the blues 444 Slate blue Basket trim, flowers 

1/4 yard Oasis 47 Bright light blue Basket trim, flowers, dots 

1/4 yard  Aloe vera 731 Light green Flowers, dots 

1/4 yard Hemlock 781 Dark green Flowers, dots 

1/8 yard Lemon meringue 50 Very light yellow Dots 

1/8 yard Hopelessly romantic 22 Peach Flowers, dots 

1/8 yard Ballet slipper 210 Light peach Flowers 

1/8 yard Cotton candy 23 Light pink Flowers, dots 

1/8 yard Toasted marshmallow 120 Light tan flowers 

http://www.northcott.net/product-detail.aspx?fbid=1&colid=618&colorid=1012


Preparation: 

1. Print out the template pages and layout guide from blocks 1 and 2. 

2. Measure the 1” square printed on each page to be sure your pattern has 

printed out at the correct size. 

3. Tape the 9-page layout guide together on the registration lines. 

4. Select your fabrics and press each one smooth. 

5. Select a very light weight fusible web with a medium to high melting 

point.  I recommend Soft Fuse (by Shades) or Steam A Seam Lite 2 (by 

the Warm Co).  A fine line Sharpee is a good tool to trace the circles. 

6. You may wish to use a light box to trace the pattern onto the paper 

(back) side of your fusible web.  Use blue painters tape to hold the tem-

plate page to the light box.  Move your fusible sheet around as needed.  

If you are right handed, work from the left side of the fusible sheet to the 

right side.  If you are left handed, work from right to left.  This will keep 

you from dragging your hand in the work you have just traced. 
 

Instructions: 

1. Trace the basket, basket rim, and largest circles onto your fusible web 

first.  Trace on the paper side of the fusible web.  If there is paper on 

both sides, be sure to trace on the side that the web sticks to.  Check off 

each shape as you trace it so you don’t draw it more than once.   

2. Label each traced template with letter or number shown on the pattern.  

Note that some of the labels are capital letters, some are lower case, 

and some are numbers.  Write the label close to inside edge of the 

traced circle. 

3. Inside the traced basket and larger circles, trace some of the smaller cir-

cles.  Leave at least 1/2” between the smaller circles and the inside edge 

of the large circle or basket.  (Fig. 1.) 

4. Draw multiple small circles inside a large circle (Fig. 2) leaving space be-

tween each small circle and between the small circles and large circle. 

5. For any template larger than 1” cut out the center of the circle (Fig. 3) 

leaving at least 1/4” margin inside the traced line.  This is called 

“Windowing” and is done to reduce bulk and stiffness when multiple lay-

ers are fused together. 

6. Cut out all the traced templates around (not on) the traced lines. 

7. Fuse to the wrong side of the applique fabric following the manufactur-

er’s instructions for iron temperature, time, and pressure.  (Fig. 4) 

8. Cut out on the traced lines. (Fig. 5)  Be sure the label is still clearly writ-

ten on the fusible web backing paper. 
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https://www.morningglorydesigns.com/shop/Notions--Tools/p/Soft-Fuse-Roll-18x-3yd-x30575583.htm


9. Sort all the applique templates into individual flower groups.  Store each 

flower in its own zip top bag. 

10.   Pin the assembled layout guide to a pressing surface.  Place and ap-

plique pressing sheet on top of the layout guide and pin or tape in place 

so it doesn’t shift. 

11. With all the pieces for a single flower ready, remove the paper backing 

from the applique shapes and layer the flower parts as shown in the lay-

out guide.  Assemble on the applique pressing sheet near (but not on top 

of) the flower outline.  You will want to see the flower as you add the lay-

ers.  Place the second layer on top of the first layer and fuse.  Add the 

next layer and fuse.  Continue until all layers are fused.  (Fig. 6) 

12. Allow the layered flower to cool.  Peel the fused flower from the applique 

pressing sheet.  Label and set aside. 

13.  Assemble the basket (Fig. 7)  and all of the flowers in this manner. 

14.  When all flowers are layered and fused, remove the applique pressing 

sheet from the applique layout guide.  Position the background fabric 

square on top of the layout guide.  Make sure there is at least 1/2” of fab-

ric beyond the layout guide outer lines. 

15.  Place the basket on the background fabric positioning with the layout 

guide.  Fuse in place. 

16.  Arrange assembled flowers on the basket and background fabric, over-

lapping as shown in the pattern.  Do not fuse until all flow-

ers are positioned on the basket and background fabric. 

17.  Carefully touch your iron to one edge of each flower just to 

hold it in place and keep from sliding around. 

18.  Place a slightly damp pressing cloth over the whole set of 

flowers.  Fuse by lightly pressing on top of the pressing 

cloth.  Lift and move your iron, do not slide it.  Remove the 

pressing cloth.  Turn the block over and press from the 

back. 

19.  Finally add the small dots to the block.  Fuse in place. 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 7  Basket 



20.   Pin tear-away stabilizer to the back of the block. Edge stitch each applique shape 

with matching thread. 

 

Stitches:   

1. Blanket stitch (button hole stitch) runs along the outside of the applique piece, 

touching the edge.  With ever forward stitch the machine takes a horizontal stitch 

(or bite) to secure the applique.  Keep the forward stitches evenly spaced.  The 

bite stitch should be as narrow as possible to keep the stitching unobtrusive.  Use 

a 50 weight cotton or poly thread and size 12 needle.  If your thread does not 

match exacly consider using a lighter weight thread, 80 or 100 weight, and a size 

10 needle. It will not be as visible.  Opt for a thread slightly darker than your fabric 

rather than one lighter if you don’t have a good match.  100 weight silk thread is 

the gourmet touch to machine applique if you purchase a nice selection of colors.  

Use a neutral or matching color (60 weight) thread in your bobbin. 

2. Narrow zig zag is another option.  The forward stitches should be evenly spaced 

and the bite as small as possible.  Keep the needle touching the outer edge of the 

applique piece.  Because this stitch is very visible use a 60 weight thread (thinner) 

and a size 10 needle. 

3. Satin stitch is a beautiful option for edge stitching, but it takes practice to keep the 

stitches evenly spaced.  Use a 60 or 80 weight thread and size 10 needle to avoid 

thread buildup.  Keep the needle next to the outside edge of the applique and the 

bite fairly narrow.  This stitch looks better with a wider stitch than the narrow zig 

zag.  Corners can be tricky so practice first.  Don’t overlap stitches when you get 

back to your starting point.  It will look bunchy and thick.  Stop and pull threads to 

the back just at the point where you started.  Tie the threads and cut close to the 

knot. 

4. Straight stitch is the last option for edge stitching.  Use matching thread or trans-

parent thread stitching just 1/16th inch inside each applique shape.  You do not 

want your thread to show so match color carefully, use a light weight thread, 80 or 

100 weight with a size 8 or 10 needle.  If using transparent thread, use a neutral 

80 weight thread (like Superior’s Bottom Line) in your bobbin.  Use a high quality 

poly transparent thread rather than nylon thread.  Nylon melts at a lower tempera-

ture than polyester and you risk melting your thread when you press the block. 

 

When edge stitching is completed, remove all of the stabilizer from the back of the 

block.  Use a bent nose tweezer to remove all the small bits of stabilizer. 

Reeze Hanson 


